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The Story of Ganesha 
Religion/belief: Hinduism 

Themes: God; being sorry 
 
The story 

One day Ganesha is standing outside his mother’s 
door. She is Parvati, a goddess, and he knows 
that she mustn’t be disturbed in her bath. He’s 
very proud to be trusted with this job and he 
wants to do it well.  

Suddenly in the quietness he hears a tremendous 
noise like a huge rushing wind coming from a 
long way away. He finds it hard to stand up. 
There in front of him is the mighty figure of the 
great god Shiva. He voice booms like thunder as 
he comes towards the door. 

Ganesha can’t let him go in, he mustn’t, but what 
can he do? He stretches and holds his head up 
high, although his tummy feels like jelly. ‘You 
can’t go in there,‘ he says in the biggest voice he 
can find. ‘Parvati is not to be disturbed and it’s 
my job to protect her.’ 

Shiva is furious. Parvati is his wife and no one will 
tell him where he cannot go. Fiercely he draws 
out a sharp knife and cuts off the little boy’s 
head. Oh! … Ganesha is dead!  

Parvati hears the commotion and comes to find 
out what is happening. When she sees her 
beloved little boy dead at Shiva’s feet, her heart 
breaks. Between her sobs, she tells her husband 
that she was lonely so she made him a child from 
flakes of her skin and breathed life into him. How 
could he kill him? Of course, when he knows 
about Ganesha, Shiva is sorry. He will do anything 
to make Parvati smile again. So he sets off to find 
a new head for the little boy. 

It so happens that the first creature Shiva meets 
is an elephant. What a wonderful head that 
would be for Ganesha, he thinks. Shiva carries 
the elephant’s head back to Parvati and sets it 
onto the child’s body.  

Parvati is thrilled to have her little boy back; she 
cuddles him, and laughs when he looks up at her 
with his big dark eyes and wraps his new trunk 
round her neck. She loves his big ears too! She is 
delighted that now her son has been made by 
Shiva as well as by her. And Ganesha finds that he 
can do all sorts of things with his new head that 
he couldn’t do with the old one!

Key questions 
1 Before telling the story, ask children to imagine a little boy with four arms, a fat belly and an elephant’s 

head. Show them a shrine figure (murti) of Ganesha, or a picture, and ask children to talk about what 
they can see and what they are thinking.  

2 After telling the story, ask children: 
 

a What did you think about the story? What was frightening about it? 

b If you had a new (animal) head, what would you like it to be? 

c When, like Ganesha, have you been given something important to do? How does it feel? 

d When have you been really sorry for something you’ve done? How did you put it right? 

e Ganesha is a very popular god among Hindus – why do you think that is?  

 
 
 
 
More stories 
A large number of stories are available from RE Today (http://shop.retoday.org.uk): 
• individual stories downloaded as a pdf at the point of sale  
• stories included in a range curriculum publications  


